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Executive Summary 

The Need for Social Media Integration

LUSH is a fast-growing business making an impact worldwide. Their push for 
sustainability, cruelty-free, and vegan practices makes their products attractive to both 
liberal and health-conscious consumers. A burgeoning market for LUSH is young 
women between 15 and 25. These young people are growing up in a world saturated 
by heartless, corporate beauty and health companies. Young women want a product 
that aligns with their values and makes them feel good about their own impact on the 

world. LUSH’s existing outreach efforts attracts these buyers. LUSH donates millions 
to charities and liberal causes annually, and promotes many more causes through 
marketing and their own products. There can, and should be more integration 
between the causes they support and the cosmetics they produce. LUSH’s Facebook 
is currently the only platform that promotes causes outside of their vegan practices, 
while Twitter and Instagram focus solely on product promotion. The current LUSH blog 
produces interesting content but is seldom seen, with less than 50 audience 
interactions per post. 

Integrated Strategy

To solve these problems, firstly, LUSH’s blog needs to be moved to a more 
accessible platform. Tumblr’s predominant users are young women between 15 and 
25. The platform has existing paid advertising and promotional features to target 
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posts. Tumblr also allows the blog to be hosted on a highly customizable html page, 
that can be easily designed to suit LUSH’s marketing aesthetic. 

Tumblr should be used to launch a new campaign— LUSH CAUSES. This 
campaign seeks to attach a face and personality to a cause LUSH supports. A 
prominent activist will be brought in for an interview and photo shoot with LUSH 
products. This interview will be used to create content for multiple platforms, 
simultaneously combining two key themes (causes and products) and integrating 
multiple platforms with the same narrative. In addition to starting a Tumblr blog, a 
Snapchat account will be created to launch new Snapchat geofilters. These filters are 
easily submitted to the app and available based on geographic location, encouraging 
users to engage further when at LUSH storefronts. Cultivating a following on this app 
creates one more channel for promotion of LUSH products, values, and CAUSES 
activist features. 
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Overview 

LUSH Fresh Handmade Cosmetics

• LUSH specializes in vegetarian, ethically produced, homemade hair, body, and 
beauty products. They are a private company with stock available by invitation only. 

• The founders, Liza Weir and Mark Constantine, have been working together for over 
30 years. LUSH was founded in 1995 after several false business starts by Weir and 
Constantine.

• Today there are 700 stores in 40 countries. In 2014, they gave over $5b to charities, 
mostly far-left causes. 

Business Objectives

• Provide healthy, wholesome cosmetic products to customers
• Partake in ethical manufacturing and encourage ethical consumption of these 

products (i.e. recycling packaging)
• Use profit to support progressive charities and causes 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Landscape Analysis 

Financial

In 2015 LUSH partners worldwide raised a little more than £5m and donated 
almost £5m to charitable causes. Nearly £4m was directly from LUSH Group. They 
are the first high street multinational company to secure the Fair Tax Mark in the UK, 
meaning they voluntarily report the tax it pays in each country. Last year, the company 
had a pre-tax profit of £23.3m. According to Rebecca Burn-Callander of the Telegraph, 
“Sales were hit by currency fluctuations, such as the strengthening pound, which 
created problems for many British exporters last year,” but discounting effects of the 
pound, revenue grew by 15%. “Our sales have more than doubled over the past five 
years,” LUSH financial analyst McNevin said. “To put these numbers into context, we 
believe the overall cosmetics market is a $225 billion industry worldwide. So at $1 
billion, we’re just scratching the surface and have so much more room to grow.”

Audiences

Based on its products (beauty and cosmetics) and store locations in high 
income areas or posh malls and destinations, its primary target is women ages 18-45 
in the upper to middle classes. Its secondary audience is consumers with liberal and 
progressive leanings, due to their products’ vegan, fair-trade ingredients. This 
audience is not necessarily female and upper-class, but the two groups do intersect. 
Their social media, which is followed by primarily young, female users, focuses 
heavily on their social justice efforts and cruelty-free branding. If they continue to push 
their leftist philanthropy as well as beauty images, they can successfully maintain this 
intersection of their key audiences. 

Social Media Presence

• Facebook -- recently has only been used to create publicity for the Break Free From 
Fossil Fuels movement they support. 1 m likers

• Twitter -- retweet consumers’ tweets about the product. 298K followers
• Instagram -- re-post consumer images, promote events like LUSH in the Park. 2.6 m 

followers
• Foursquare -- location in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia: 63 people gave feedback (voted), 

garnering a 8.9/10 rating for the shop. Other locations have comparable ratings and 
engagements.
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• Blog -- Hosted on the lushusa.com site, and garners less engagement than their 
other social media platforms. The most recent post gained 7 comments and 30 
(Facebook) shares.

• LUSH maintains a website for each country they have locations in (48), each in its 
country-specific language with products catered to that market.

PR Outreach

There is a respectable amount of earned media, about 1 or 2 stories a week. 
Stories include TV news stories and journalistic articles about mother’s day gifts, their 
philanthropy, and their growing popularity in the US. Traditional PR is supported 
digitally via web-published news stories. Many of the news stories found were purely 
web-based. An educated guess is that 80% of their promotion is through web and new 
media. Young women are avid users of social media, so this is a strategic place to 
focus engagement and access one of their key audiences.

Competitors

The Body Shop
• One Twitter account (the same as LUSH), 40K followers
• Similar platforms (blog, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram) 
• Similar branding aesthetic (bold logo/icon, floral/natural imagery, youthful flair and 

models)
• They seem to have been updating platforms almost every day, but there has been a 

lull for the past couple of weeks
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Johnson and Johnson
• They run multiple Twitter accounts for different sectors, including a CSR account 

(67K followers), and regularly update all of them (more than once a day)
• Similar platforms as LUSH (blog, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, however, no 

Pinterest)
• Their multiple platforms could backfire by dividing up their audience in a negative 

way -- not all of their consumers are seeing all of their messages
• A threat in CSR because they are a corporation with wide-reaching power and 

connections for philanthropy. However, in order to fully utilize this CSR, they need a 
more encompassing promotional strategy

• A household name— they don’t need to do much in the way of social media 
innovation in order to be recognizable 

Social Media Policy

There is no published social media policy, but it can be inferred that they 
encourage social media usage for their employees. They try to cultivate a caring 
family environment in their shops, and employees can be found tweeting/posting 
about LUSH’s products specifically, or just generally how much they love working for 
LUSH. For example, one employee tweeted her daily beauty routine and all of the 
LUSH products it includes. There are opportunities for employees to create content for 
the Snapchat account.  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SWOT Analysis 

Strengths

• Successful CSR/charity work through social media platforms
• Good engagement with audience on Twitter and Instagram
• Sales have notably increased in the past few years, and keep growing due to 

heightening brand recognition
• Successfully targets key intersection of their audiences (young liberal women) with 

social media narrative based around social justice as well as beauty and self-care
• They target their many distinct cultural markets well— different website for each 

country
• PR and marketing costs are kept low— most media and publicity is earned, or on 

their own social platforms

Weaknesses

• The main three platforms (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) need a more cohesive 
social media narrative. Instagram/Twitter have similar content but Facebook is very 
different. Facebook is the only platform that has a heavy focus on their social justice, 
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but lacks content that has to do with the products. This could be confusing for a 
potential customer that only visits their Facebook page.

• Their blog has a very low audience and posts that aren’t engaging audiences. They 
need to revamp their content, using tactics that would encourage audience 
interaction, and then use their other popular social platforms to promote their blog 
posts. Hosting the blog on Tumblr could allow for increased exposure and audience 
interaction.

• LUSH makes almost no use of advertising and purchased media
• The brand still has low recognition in the mainstream cosmetics market (it’s a 

boutique, specialized product that most people haven’t heard of).

Opportunities

• There is a growing backlash against large corporations and manufactured/chemical-
heavy hygiene products. A growing desire for “small business” names and natural, 
healthier products.

• Younger people are increasingly more aware of the sourcing for the products they 
consume. LUSH is handmade, vegan, and cruelty-free. LUSH can continue to tap 
into this market by bolstering these features of their products. 

• Snapchat is a burgeoning social media platform used predominately by those ages 
13-25. A Snapchat account, run on submitted content from young employees, could 
help cultivate their social media following of millennial consumers.

Threats

• Availability of cheaper, easier to use, more accessible products by other companies.
• Larger, corporate cosmetics companies with more resources for paid media and 

CSR. 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Social Media Strategy, Tactics, Campaign Development 

Social Media Strategy

• Continue to expand accessibility for young women
• Cultivate beauty/self-care following
• Integrate products content with social justice content
• Narrative strategies:

• Humanize the company in contrast to large, faceless corporations
• Encourage consumers “care for yourself while caring for the world” (products help 

you do both)
• Strategy Measurement

• Qualitative: Focus groups of young left-leaning women. Gather opinions on 
LUSH’s social justice and feminist credibility

• Quantitative: Measure follower/interaction increase from women. Specific desired 
demographics are women in urban areas and women with higher education

Recommend Tactics

• Improve blogging content (move to Tumblr, guest bloggers to access blogging 
network, features about activists and their favorite products)

• Snapchat (create filters for each store to engage customers, have a LUSH Snapchat 
that is “taken over” by employees of different stores, also to document live events 
like LUSH in the Park)

• Promote both social justice and product info across all platforms (previously divided 
between social justice on Facebook and products on Twitter/Instagram) 

Campaign Development

• Campaign
• Highlight activists from different social justice causes (include causes that 

LUSH promotes, such as environmental consciousness and animal rights, but 
also additional causes like LGBTQ rights, anti-racism activism, feminism, and 
body positivity) with a short feature/interview on their life and cause. Attach 
them to a certain product— either one they already use or one that aligns with 
their expertise (i.e., rainbow soap for LGBTQ activist), possibly even pledge 
proceeds of that item to their cause. Do a semi-professional photo shoot of the 
activist that aligns with the LUSH aesthetic, at the LUSH shop closest to them 
(which will also be made into an event/appearance for traditional PR purposes).
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• Brand
• This campaign incorporates leftist narrative, is accessible to young women and 

what they care about (feminism, animal rights, etc), makes the products very 
personal, further distinguishes LUSH from corporations and big brand names, 
photo shoot will maintain the trademark LUSH natural aesthetic with bold logo/
imagery

• Audience
• goal is to access liberals, young women, as well as consumers at the local level 

(i.e., tap into New York market with New York-based activist) through events 
and geographically based Snapchat geofilters

• Narrative
• LUSH supports these causes and these causes support LUSH. Emphasizes 

overall goodness of the company and shows consumers they care about more 
than just business/profit (a recurring narrative in LUSH promotions and 
branding)

• Amplification across channels
• Tweet about upcoming activist feature, Snapchat video of the activist greeting 

LUSH followers as well as a “behind the scenes” of their interview and shoot, 
post multiple photos of the shoot on Instagram, put full interview/feature on 
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Tumblr blog and website, have stand-out quote and picture posted to Facebook, 
tease feature on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter before the full one is posted 
on blog. For each feature, send a short email newsletter to LUSH’s existing 
subscribers with pulled quotes from the interview and promotions for the 
selected product. Link both the product and the blog feature on Tumblr. 

• Measurement
• Measure interactions through Twitter, Facebook analytics, engagement 

numbers for Instagram, and number of “notes” on Tumblr, web traffic on main 
site, number of opens and clickthroughs on email newsletter. On Snapchat it is 
trickier to measure specific posts, but follower count and percentage increase 
can be tracked. When specific products are highlighted, measure increase in 
sales.
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LUSH CAUSES Campaign Tactics 

Tumblr Activist Feature

• Sample post: 

• Tumblr “photo set” of 3 or 4 pictures from the local LUSH shop shoot with 

expandable text—300 word blog post that profiles the activist

• Includes name of official cause/organization (if applicable), personal “fun 

facts,” incorporate favorite LUSH product or associated LUSH product and 
why


• See attached photos for inspiration for photo shoot

• It will work because


• Tumblr thrives on visual content as well as social justice stories

• The user can look at picture, or look at picture and expand post to read full 

feature (the user decides level of engagement)

• Target Audience


• Liberal women 15-35

• Amplification


• Link blog post on all other platforms

• Promote verbally on Snapchat from activist

• Daily tweets to get audiences excited about upcoming feature


• Measurement

• “Notes” - number of likes and reblogs on a single post

• Page views 

Build Engagement for Activist Feature

• Sample post:

• “‘My actions define my success, not a number on a scale, and I want all women 

to feel that way. I think we need to take care of ourselves and I think we need to 
love ourselves. And that what my movement is all about.’ Don’t miss the full 
interview, out on the blog Tuesday!” [picture from photo shoot, simple 
composition photo in front of blank wall holding soap, see attached images for 
inspiration] [tag her personal page] [tag her organization’s page] [set audience to 
women ages 18-40] 


• It will work because:

• Smaller, quicker version of the blog post with one standout quote

• Also link the blog post to give opportunity for further engagement

• Can use Facebook’s ad features to make it a sponsored post and to be featured 

on news feeds of target audience

• Target audience


• Women 18-40
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• Amplification

• Daily tweets to get audiences excited about upcoming feature

• Verbal promotion on Snapchat from activist


• Measurements

• Facebook metrics— level of engagement and demographics 

Grassroots Targeting through Snapchat 

• The first step is to create and distribute  standardized Snapchat geofilters (LUSH 
logo with location name in black/white contrast font, see image on page 11). 
Encourage use of the filter by including user Snapchats on the company 
Snapchat account. 


• Retweet selfies/images posted to Twitter that use the LUSH filter, create a 
hashtag that encourages the local pride for different filters. 


• When the highlighted activists have their photoshoots, the entire event and 
“behind-the-scenes” content will be filmed and posted to Snapchat. This 
photoshoot, taking place in LUSH storefronts, will also be an event and meet-
and-greet with the activist. 


• Other events that are a part of existing PR strategy (e.g. LUSH in the Park) will be 
posted to the company Snapchat, including videos/images from consumers at the 
event.  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Social Media Design & Calendar 
This campaign spotlights a different activist and their cause each week. In the 

first week, the campaign will first be introduced to the audience as another step in 
LUSH’s extensive philanthropic efforts. Then, promotions across 4 platforms (Twitter, 
Instagram, Facebook, and Snapchat) will begin for the first featured activist, Sandra 
Harkin, founder of the body positive charity Body U. At the end of the week, the full 
story on Sandra will be posted on the LUSH Tumblr. Here is the copy for each post. 
See attached calendar for exact times. 

SUNDAY JULY 3RD — 2:00PM
LUSH CAUSES Campaign launch infographic
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr
Copy: Introducing our next step in philanthropy: LUSH CAUSES (54 characters)
Image: see attached at end of section

MONDAY JULY 4TH — 1:00PM
LUSH CAUSES graphic
Facebook 
Copy: Launching this week: LUSH CAUSES. Activists and movements that make a 
difference. (81 characters)
Image: orange gradient background with bold text that says [LUSH CAUSES], and in 
smaller bold text [CONNECTING YOU WITH WHAT MATTERS]

MONDAY JULY 4TH — 6:00PM
LUSH CAUSES graphic
Twitter
Copy: Copy: Launching this week: LUSH CAUSES. Activists and movements that 
make a difference. (81 characters)
Image: orange gradient background with bold text that says [LUSH CAUSES], and in 
smaller bold text [CONNECTING YOU WITH WHAT MATTERS]

TUESDAY JULY 5TH — 1:00PM
LUSH CAUSES + Body U Graphic
Facebook
Copy: Body U reminds us to love ourselves. This week LUSH CAUSES sits down with 
founder Sandra Harkin (characters: 95)
Image: see below
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TUESDAY JULY 5TH — 
1:30PM
LUSH CAUSES + Body U 
Graphic
Instagram, Tumblr
Copy: Body U reminds us 
to love ourselves. This 
week LUSH CAUSES sits 
down with founder Sandra 
Harkin (characters 95)
Image: see right

TUESDAY JULY 5TH — 
6:00PM
LUSH CAUSES + Body U 
Graphic
Twitter
Copy: Body U reminds us 
to love ourselves. This 
week LUSH CAUSES sits 
down with founder 
@sandrahark (characters 
94)
Image: see right

WEDNESDAY JULY 6TH — 2:30PM
Sandra Harkin video with LUSH geofilter
Snapchat
Audio: Hi LUSH! Today I’m in Georgetown talking about love, self-care, and my 
favorite Celestial moisturizer!
Visual: Sandra waving and smiling, speaking, then blowing a kiss at the camera, with 
newly launched LUSH store geofilter (see next page)

WEDNESDAY JULY 6TH — 6:00PM
Re-post Snapchat video of Sandra Harkin
Twitter
Copy: @sandrahark stopped by @LUSHdc! Stay tuned for her blog feature, out this 
week (78 characters)
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Audio: Hi LUSH! Today I’m in Georgetown talking about love, care, and my favorite 
Celestial moisturizer!
Visual: see right

THURSDAY JULY 7TH — 1:00PM
Sandra Photoshoot preview
Facebook
Copy: Sandra Harkin, taken yesterday 
at LUSH Georgetown. Read about her 
movement, Body U, in her feature out 
this week (112 characters)
Image: Sandra against white wall, 
laughing and looking away from the 
camera. Bold text across bottom 
[SANDRA HARKIN | BODY U], 
underneath in smaller text 
[lushusa.tumblr.com]

THURSDAY JULY 7TH — 6:00PM
Sandra Photoshoot preview
Twitter
Copy: @sandrahark, taken yesterday at 
@LUSHdc. Read about her movement, 
@bodyU, in her feature out this week 
(102 characters)
Image: Sandra against white wall, 
laughing and looking away from the 
camera. Bold text across bottom 
[SANDRA HARKIN | BODY U], 
underneath in smaller text 
[lushusa.tumblr.com]

FRIDAY JULY 8TH — 3:00PM
Product teaser photo and quote
Instagram, Tumblr
Copy: Sandra Harkin hanging out at LUSH Georgetown. Read more about her 
movement, Body U, tomorrow on the blog. (characters 112)
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Image: Sandra against white wall, holding a bar of LUSH soap close to her face and 
smiling. Bold text across bottom [SANDRA HARKIN | BODY U], underneath in smaller 
text [lushusa.tumblr.com]

FRIDAY JULY 8TH — 3:30PM
Product teaser photo and quote
Facebook
Copy: Sandra Harkin hanging out at LUSH Georgetown. Read more about her 
movement, Body U, tomorrow on the blog. (characters 112)
Image: Sandra against white wall, holding a bar of LUSH soap close to her face and 
smiling. Bold text across bottom [SANDRA HARKIN | BODY U], underneath in smaller 
text [lushusa.tumblr.com]

FRIDAY JULY 8TH — 6:00PM
Product teaser photo and quote
Twitter
Copy: @sandrahark hanging out at @LUSHdc. Read more about her movement, 
@bodyU, tomorrow on the blog. (characters 95)
Image: Sandra against white wall, holding a bar of LUSH soap close to her face and 
smiling. Bold text across bottom [SANDRA HARKIN | BODY U], underneath in smaller 
text [lushusa.tumblr.com]

SATURDAY JULY 9TH — 3:30PM
Feature up today!
Facebook
Copy: “They don’t want you to love yourself. They don’t want you to even like yourself. 
Don’t let them tell you what to do. Give yourself all the love you’ve got.”  Read all 
about the mantra of body positivity and how it started a movement (characters 233)
Image: Sandra against the white wall of the Georgetown LUSH store, with her hands 
clasped above her head, smiling with her eyes closed. She is wearing a t shirt with the 
words Body U across the front. 

SATURDAY JULY 9TH — 3:30PM
Feature up today!
Twitter
Copy: "Give yourself all the love you've got." @sandrahark’s mantra of body positivity 
and how it started a movement (111 characters)
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Image: Sandra against the white wall of the Georgetown LUSH store, with her hands 
clasped above her head, smiling with her eyes closed. She is wearing a t shirt with the 
words Body U across the front. 

SATURDAY JULY 9TH — 4:00PM
Full feature
Tumblr
Copy: “They don’t want you to love yourself. They don’t want you to even like yourself. 
Don’t let them tell you what to do. Give yourself all the love you’ve got.” One woman’s 
quest to help all women lift themselves up. [link to expand text to full interview] (213 
characters)
Image: Sandra against the white wall of the Georgetown LUSH store, with her hands 
clasped above her head, smiling with her eyes closed. She is wearing a t shirt with the 
words Body U across the front. 

SATURDAY, JULY 9TH — 6:00PM
Check out Sandra’s full feature!
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
Copy: LUSH is proud to support Sandra Harkin and Body U. Read about her 
movement of self-love today on the blog. (characters 107)
Image: Sandra against the white wall of the Georgetown LUSH store, with her hands 
clasped above her head, smiling with her eyes closed. She is wearing a t shirt with the 
words Body U across the front. 
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Timeline 
Firstly, the new platforms, Tumblr and Snapchat must be launched. The 

geofilter(s) must be established and the LUSH account needs to gain a minimum of 
1000 followers. The Tumblr blog can be established by moving existing blog content to 
the Tumblr. A minimum of 3000 followers should be reached before launching LUSH 
CAUSES. To cultivate followers on both of these platforms, email, Facebook posts, 
and Tweets must be utilized to promote these brand-new accounts. Gaining these 
followers should take two weeks. After these two weeks, the LUSH CAUSES 
campaign will be introduced (see infographic on page 20) and the first activist 
promotion will begin. 

The activist spotlights should be done at least once every two weeks. Based on 
availability, the frequency may be difficult to standardize, but each individual 
promotional campaign leading up to the blog feature should last about a week. 
Content on the activist can continue for another week, and may overlap with 
promotions for the next activist spotlight. See the proposed social media calendar for 
the campaign launch and first featured activist on page 16 for reference.  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Conclusion 
LUSH CAUSES will integrate LUSH’s business goals and philanthropic goals in a 

cohesive social media narrative. By implementing new platforms with the additional 
support of existing platforms, LUSH can tap into its key audiences and continue to 
distribute ideal content through a variety of channels. LUSH’s company values have 
the potential to entice young liberal women to be loyal, regular customers. Larger 
cosmetics companies are threatening due to their accessibility and affordability, but do 
not offer the world anything but their product. LUSH cares about more than just profits, 
but their audience needs to know this. Currently, these messages are not productively 
distributed to its audience. Through integrated social media and promoting narratives 
of social justice influencers, such values can be appropriately shared in a way that will 
increase sales, support the organization’s livelihood, and make LUSH all the more 
successful in promoting their values.
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